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ALTITTJDE OF EQUILIBRIUM OF AN AIRSHIP. *
By Umberto Nobile.
1. In a previous article (]’Onthe Maximum Flight Value of
Aeroplanesll in 1917) I established the following formula for de-
termining the maxtmum ceiling of an airplane:
‘= 0.5055 (1- ‘0”12”) * (1)
in which P represents the ratio between the minimum power re–
quired for flying at ground level, and the maximum available pow–
er (measured at ground level) of an airplane, while the nuniber
0.0055 represents the atmospheric thermal gradient expressed in
degrees centigrade per meter and To indicates the absolute tem-
perature measured at ground level. The exponent of p in forrmla
(1) is the value of the expression G R?l-GR in which G is the
value of the atmospheric thermal
constant of the air.
It is needless to tell here
gradient and R the characteristic
how formula (1) was obtained. It
is only necessary to remember that it is based on the following ex-
pression found for the ratio c between the density of the air at
-“A a given altitude and the density at ground level:
c (1 - :jik - 1= \ (2)
- I’ November 15, 1924, pp. 6-15.* From ‘tRendicontiTecnicl,
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2. We now propose to apply to an airship a procedure analo-
gous to that followed in the case of the airplane, to the end of
establishing a genera,lformula enabling the calculation of the
maximum altitude attainable statically. Assuming the engines to
be stopped, the airship at said maximum a,ltitudemust be in equi-
librium with the surrounding air; in other words, the lifting
force must exactly equal the total weight.
This total weight pH > however, constituted (own weight, ri~
ging, crew, fuel, ballast and useful load) may invariably be ex-
pressed in terms of the maximum displacement,
Ph = if~V,
in which, assuming V to be expressed in cubic meters and pH in
kilograms, VH will be expressed in kilograms per cubic meter and
may be defined as the imean specific weight of the airshi~. (This
term is new, but is adopted for the sake of brevity and clarity
of expressio-n.)
As far as the total lifting force FH which must equilibrate
P~ is concerned, it is found by simply multiplying the volume V
occupied by the gas by the difference between the specific weights
of the air and of the gas in question:
FH = (da - dg)H V = fHV
In the condition of.equilibrium mentioned above, we assume,
for simplicityls sake, that there is no appreciable difference be-
tween the temperatures and the pressures of the air and gas.
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Consequently, by calling fE and fo, respectively, the
values of the specific lifting force at altitude
obtain, bearing in mind the signification of the
H and O, we
symbol c,
F=cfo V= foV (l-&H@’- 1.
0
Since P~ must be equal to FH at the altitude of equilib-
rium, we get
/ ,1,—.
from which is obtained the value of E:
which is thus determined as a function of
of the specific weight of the airs’hip, of
(3)
the atmospheric gradient,-
the absolute temperature
at ground level and of the specific lifting force measured also at
ground level. The value of the specific lifting force depends not
only on the temperature, on the pressure and on the humidity of
the air and gas, but also on the degree “ofpurity of the gas itself.
This purity may implicitly be defined by indicating the spe-
cific lifting force of the gas o in dry air, at O°C and 760 mm
barometric pressure.
In this case, apart from the degree of humidity, the specific
lifting force f. for a temperature To and a PreSSUre PO will
be expressed by
~
P.—C$=
‘O = 760 To 0.359 &
N.A.C.A.
By
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substituting this value in formula (3) “we finally obtain/
the general expression:
.
3. Fornula (4) gives the following laws of variation of the
altitude of equilibrium H:
a) The altitude
mal gradient and vice
b) The altitude
pressure, measured at
gas;
c) The altitude
weight of the airship
d) The altitude
of equilibrium varies inversely as the ther-
versa (as for airplanes);
of equilibrium increases with the atmospheric
the ground, with the degree of purity of the
of equilibrium increases, as
decreases;
of equilibrium increases, as
at ground level decreases, as clearly shown by the
placations.
Consequently, if, with a given airship, it is
the specific
the temperature
numerical ap-
desired to at-
tain statically the highest possible altitude, it is expedient
not only to reduce the total weight to a minimum, but also to start
the flight with very pure gas, high barometric pressure and low
temperature.
In order to demonstrate more clearly the importance of the
various elements in the determination of the altitude H, Figs. 1,
2 and 3 were traced, for a gas with a specific lifting force of
1.142 kg per cubic meter, at 0° and 760 mm and in dry air; in other
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words, a specific neight of 15C grams per cubic -meter.
In Fig. 1 P. was assumed to be 760 mm. Aft er making the
va.lu.es of W on the abscissa, tb.e curves
of H were traced for various values of
In Fig. 2 the variations of H, in
of variation of the values
To.
terms of the ter.lperature
were shown by marking on the absci ssa the values of said “terflpera-
ture. The curves of the H values are based on the different
values of VH and of PO.
Finally, in Fig. 3, the values of the pressure p. were
marked op.the abscissa. The curves of the H values were also
traced in this case by considering a certain number of values of
the other two elements t a-ridTo.
It may be d-educedfrom the figures thai, as the altitude in-
creases, the influence of the tehpcrature decreases. This, how–
ever, is not the case wit-h -thepressure.
As regards the influence of the V variations, the trend of
the curves demonstrates that, as their value decreases, the gain
in altitude increases faster in proportion.
We will consider, for example, an airs-hiphaving (as may ac–
tually be tilecase for a high altitude type) a weight of 0.5 kg
per cubic meter and, assuming that the aggregate weight of the
rigging, crew, useful load, reserve ballast and fuel necessary for
completing the flight, totals a further 0.2 kg per cubic meter,
we get an aggregate specific weight w= 0.7.
From Fig. 1 we deducej therefore, for a ground level tempera-
ture of 15°,
.
that H = 4450 m.
L
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If we now propose to lighten the structure (assuming this to
be possible) to the end of o~taining a gain in altitude of 1500
meters, we deduge from the same figure that the new $ must have
‘thevalue of about 0.57, that is, the specific weight of the air-
ship must be reduced from 0.5 to 0.37 per cubic meter, that is, a
reduction of 26%=
This high value clearly demonstrates the great difficulties op-
posing any increase in the na~imum flight altitude of a given type
of airship.
Below is a table of the values on which the figures were based
and which
which may
ally.
enables the immediate reading of the maximum variations.
be encountered in the maximum ceiling obtainable static-
Thus, for instance, in the case of the airship considered
above, W being 0.7, we find that the maximum altitude may vary
from a minimum of 4092 meters, corresponding to 15° and 750 mm,
to a maximum of 4784 meters, corresponding to -15°C and 770 rmn~
Values of H.
P -15? o +15°
750 . 5807 5669 5501
~ = 0.6 760 5912 5781 5620
770 6015 5882 5738
750 4570 4347
V= 0.7 760
4092
4678 44.61 4214
770 4784 4571 4335
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Values of H (Cont.)-
P -15° 0 +15°
750 3469
~ = 0.8 760
3169 2837
358~ 3286 2961
770 3688 3393 3086
750 24.74 2104 170Z
~ = 0.9 760 2587 2224 1823
770 2699 2334 1957
4* The formula, established above for the determination of
the static ceiling of an airship, presupposes a perfect thermal
equilibrium between the”gas in the hull and the surrounding atmos-
phere.
However, even when such
level at the time of ascent,
er has the ascent begun than
thermal equilibrium exists at
it generally comes about that
the equilibrium is disturbed,
ground
no soon-
both on
account of the variation of the air temperature and because of the
absorption of heat corresponding to the work done by the gas in
expanding. It is easy to understand that, in general, the gas
tends to mol more rapidly than the surrounding air. In fact, let
us assume that the ascent from zero to H altitude is instantane-
ous, or, if preferred, that the outer envelope is absolutely im-
permeable to heat, so that, during the ascent, no exchange of heat
—
occurs between the air and the gas.
In passing from zero altitude, where the pressure is po, to
H altitude where the pressure is p, the gas undergoes an adia-
batic expansion which makes its absolute temperature decrease fkom
To to T. As is well known, the following relation then exists be-
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tween the temperatures and pressures:
To- P#
—=
T (P
in which Y, as usual, represents the ratio between the specific
heats of the gas at constant pressure and at constant volume.
Por ‘ourehydrogen Y = 1.412 and, consequently,
($ ?33)0”=1p/
On a:@ying this formula to the mean values of the pressure
at different altitudes, we find:
T=TO fQrx=o meters
!!= 0.964 To “ II= 1000 “
II= ocg~g II !1 11= ~o(jo II
!1= 0C~96 it II .II
– 3000 1’—
II= 0.~64 II II f!= 4000 11
II
= 0.833 11 1* 11= 5000 11
!!= 0.803 !! ‘[ 1!+ 6000” II
from which it fallows that in the hypothesis of adiabatic expan-
sion, the gas should cool 0.032 To degrees centigrade for every
1000 meters of ascent, that is:
8.8° fOr To = 273°
9.3° 11 11-= 273° + 15°
“9.7° ‘1 ‘1 = 273° + 30°
Since for every 1000 meters ascent, the surrounding air cools 5.5°
.
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on an averzgc, it fellows from the above hypothesis that the dif-
fcrcncc bctficbn the”aii tcmpcraturc - and gas temperature” would in-
crease with the altitude precisely 4°, on a-naverage, for every
1.000met-ersascent. Correspondingly, assuming that the mass of gas
remains co-nstantduring the ascent, an increase of weight of
4 @Q 9.—
1000 approxinnte.ly, would occur i-nthe airship, in whichgT
formula da denotes the density and T the absolute temperature
of the air a.t the altitude H attained by the airship, and dg
density of the gas at the same altitude.
In actual practice the case considered above is impossible
realization, because no ascent can be made at infinite velocity
nor is the envelope impermeable to heat. Consequently, in all
the
of
cases the cooling of the gas in relation to t’nesurrounding air
will be less than t-neextreme vtalue calculated above.
By letting A denote the difference between the temperature
of the surrounding air and that of the gas (a difference which, in
view of the above considerations, may be extremely small, but al-
ways a positive finite quantity), we may state, in general, that
the quantity of the heat absorbed by the work of expansion of the
gas is equal to the sum of the quantity of heat entering the gas
through the envelope, as the result of the t’nermaldifference,
and of the quantity of l~eat freed during the cooling of the gas
itself.
If R denotes the characteristic constant of the gas under
consideration, and v and T denote respectively, the values of
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its specific volu~e and its temperature at the altitude H,.the
infinitesimal va~iations of these elements, in corres~ondence with -
The variation dH of the altitude, mill then be represented by
d-v and dT. Consequently, E being the mechanical heat equiva-
1ent, the quantity of heat absorbed by 1 kilogram of gas, during
the expansion dv, will be expressed by
&pJ
Ev
while the quantity of heat freed during the coolir.gof the same
quantity of gas will be represented by
Cv dT.
If we now indicate by A the coefficient of thermal conduc-
tivity of the envelope (that is, the quantity of heat transmitted
in one hour through one square meter of its surface, when A = 10
centigrade) by S, the total surface of the envelope in square
meters, and by Q, the total weight of the gas in kilograms, we
find that the quantity of heat entering each kilogram of gas in
the time unit dt, through the envelope, is represented by
in which dt = ~, w indicating the velocity of ascent of the
airship.
Consequently, the general equation reads as follows:
‘.
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In considering the particular case of A constant, the variation of
the gas temperature will ‘De equal to that of the air ~.nd,conse-
quent].y,
dT ==G dH. t
On assuming, furthermore, that the difference between the gas and
air pressures is negligible, the specific volume v of the gas
may be expressed, according-to formula (2) by
in which d-g represents the gas density wit3 res-~ectto thieair
and a the known exponent, whose mer.nvalue may be assumed to be
5.2. Consequently, we immediately obtain
By substituting in equation (5) the above values for dT and
m
v>
dH is eliminated and we finally.(>%tain
and, therefore,
w= As A
Q(~.a G - CvGj
(6)
(7)
..-. . .
.-
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During ascent with uniform motion, assuming the gas mass to
Icmai”nconstant, the surface S -confining the gas will increase
wit’hthe altitude and, consequently, A will decrease.
Analogous y, if the ascent is made vith the enveiope full
gas, S will remain constant while Q decrea,scs. The ratio
s: Q, as in the preceding case, will increase as the airship
tends and consequently (also in this case) A will diminish as
altitude increases.
of
as-
the
Assuming, for simplicityis sake, that the ratio S : Q re-
mains constant and equal to a-naverage value, we may draw the fol-
lowing iillportantconclusions:
a) The thermal difference between air and gas is proportion-
al, for a given airship, to the velocity of ascent;
b) The velocities with which t170similar airships must ascend
from zero to H altitude, so that t’ncthermal diffcrence will re-
main A degrees, are proportional to the linear
airships;
c) In the case of similar airships having
dimensions of the
the same velocity
of ascent, the thermal differences are inversely proportional to
the linear dimensions of the airships.
If, at the beginning of tileascent, the temperatures of the
,, air and gas are equal (still assuming w ad S : Q to be con-
stant), there will be a period of transition, in view of the fact
that the thermal difference must pass from O to A degrees, but
this period is, for obvious reasons, relatively very short.
. .. ..—----- . .. . . . .. . .. ... ... . .
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5. Evaluation of the Cocfficicnt of Thermal Conductivity.–
Thus far, there has not been a sufficient number of experiments to
enable us to determine, with sufficient approximation, the value
and the law of variation of the coefficient of conductivity A
for the various types of rubberized fabrics employed in the con-
struction of gas bags. (However, the writer intends to carry out
soon a series of experiments along these lines.) Nevertheless,
we may establish the order of magnitude of said coefficient by
getting it down under the general form:
A. 1.
1 s“ + 1+-:;+ —
C3 + il kll ‘% + i2
in which
SI and S1l represent the aggregate thickrwss of the various
layers of cotton and rubber composing the fabric;
k! and k!’, the respective coefficients of thermal conductiv–
ity;
~ and il, the coefficients of transmission through conduc-
tion and irradiation of the inner lining of the rubberized fabric,
generally of raw cotton;
~ and ia, the analogous coefficients for the outer surface,
which is generally rubberized and coated with aluminum paint.
We can, for example, asstlme:
~1 = m 0.003
s“ = “ 0.0002
kt = II 0.05
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kll=~l
. II
13 = 4
c1 = II 3
i2 = “ 1
C* = II30*
in which case we get:
1
—— ==().14.3
C3 + il
1.
——— = 0.033
%+&!
‘t – 0.006——
kl
* = 0.0002
Consequently, A = 5.5 ca,loriesper squ~fe meter and per hour.
If the thickness of the envelope is doubled, we find A = 5.32
but if, on the contrary, it is reduced 50%, A = 5*59, which means
that the thickness of the envelope (within the practical limits
between which it may vary) only very slightly affects the value Of
the coefficient of conductivity.
In the case of very high velocities, the second term may be-
come negligible and in this case (the last two terms also being
assumed to be negligible) the coefficient of conductivity attains
the maximum value of approximately 7. On the contrary, if the
airship is stationary in the air, we may assume
1
= 0.20
c2+i2
and consequently, A = 2.8.
* This coefficient is the most uncertain. It increases with the
velocity of the air flowing along the envelope.
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We conclude that, u-ntil experimental data are forthcoming, A
may- roughly be assumed to be 3 for stati-onaryairships and 5.5 for
airships in motion.
6. Numerical Example .- In order to calculate the value of
the expression
~aG-CvG
E
which is encountered in the d.cnomimator of formula (’7),let us
assume that a mixture of hydrogen and air is contained in the gas
bag of the airship, consisting of 85.5 parts of hydrogen and 64,6
parts of air, and weighing 150 grams per cubic meter at 0° and
760 mm. In this case we obtain:
Cv = 85,.!5X 2.41~5~ 64.6 X 0.169.= 145
~ = 85>5 X 4~1 + 64.6 X 29.27 = 252
150
and, since
a = 5.2
G = 0,0055
E = 427
we obtain
~ aG - CVG = 0.0089
E
and, consequently,
If we now assume A = 5.5 and S : Q equals 2.5 m’ per kil-
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ogra-m, in the case of v = 18,500 ms, we obtain
16
Therefore,
there will be a
,.
w = A 1540 meters per hour.
in ascending at a velocity of 1540 meters per “hour,
difference of 1 degree, while A = 3.9° will corre-
spond tb a velocity of 6000 meters per ‘hour.
After the velocity of ascent w has been established and it
has been assumed that tineairship is statically and thermally bal-
anced at grou-ndlevel, the formula
w = 1540 ~
enables the calculation of A and, consequently, the vertical
thrust or lift (static and dynamic) required for attaining said
velocity.
On inclicating, as customa~y, by T and da the temperature
and density of surrounding air and by
‘g the corresponding tew
perature of the gas, the value of said lift is given by the for–
.
mula
from which it follows that Q, being constant, the lift must be “
inversely proportional to the absolute temperature and, conse-
quently, that, in order to maintain a uniform ascending speed, the
lift must gradually increase as the airship ascends.
At the altitude of fullness (wjhen-$h.c,expanding gas just fills
-.
the envelope) Q : dg equals V, the maximum displacement of the
airs’nip, aildin this case, the lift is measured by
,
,,, ,.,,. ! . ..--!.... —.. .,..” .-. —— . . . ..- ..- —— - ---
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v’~ da.
Fro-mthe above considerations, it follcws that, in the case
of an airship, in perfect static and the~mic eq~l.ilibr~umat grour.d
level, ascending dynamically, it attains the altitude of fullness
higher than tkzt calculated with formula (4) for the static ceil-
ing. Said altitude will increase witln the ascending speed or, in
other words, with the dynamic lift.
If, after attaining the altitude of fullness, the airship con-
tinues to ascend, there will be a loss of gas and a resulting loss
of lifting force. In this case, if the dynamic lift cannot be in–
creased by the same amount, a braking fozce is created, causing
the velocity of ascent to decrease rapidly-until. it becomes zero.
If, on the coiltrary,after attaining the altitude of fullness, the
ascending motion is arrested, the thermal difference, which was
constant up to that moment, will gratiu.allydecrease. On account
of the heating of the gas, the lifting force increases and conse-
quently, if it is desired to maintain the same altitude, it is
necessary to decrease the dynamic lift. However, after the ther-
mal equilibrium between gas and air has ‘oeenreached, the value
of the lift is still positive, because the airship is above the
altitude of static,and thermal equilibrium. This signifies, after
all, a static increase of weight resulting from a corresponding
loss of gas.
The gas loss and the consequent increase in weight may be
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prevent cd, hovev cr, by mnking the ~.irshipdcsccnd rapidly, after
the altitude of fullness is rcachcd. This point ma,y, in practice,
assume considerable importance and is thcrcforc worth noting.
.
Translated in Office of
Military Attache, Rome, Italy.
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